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Ithomiid: Song Review

	Ithomiid doesn't hold back in their new single, leaving everyone to know that they are a force to be reckoned with and are here to Stay!  The songs introduction begins with the opening track lines being " Thats one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind", making a comparison to progress in the world.  It just so happens that Ithomiid also follow suit as having grown and progressed into a powerhouse in the local scene.  Ithomiid, definately hit it hard with this track, showing of their technical capabilities within their progressive metal riffs and the punk Vocals of Eric P... As they say in MN, "hold my beer please, im going in the pit".  

The lyrics itself remind me of teen angst fused with the trials of adulthood.  Everyone thinks that they need to work this "job", and do what they are told by the corporations that surround us.  Once he discovers that this is not the case and realizes that he is part of a moving machine that he doesnt want to be a part of, he tries to tell/warn everyone that there is another way, but nobody is listening, nobody believes him, until he just falls back into his place in the machine.  "No, Not Again": the final words in the song, allows us to remember that its easy to just exist and to fall into place, but if you take a step back and reevaluate your situation you will realize that all of the things you thought were impossible are within arms reach, you just need to launch off the ground and aim for the sky, even if it means leaving others behind.  Your dreams and motivations can become reality as long as you have faith and take the chance, whch leads us full circle to the opening lines: "One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind".  Progress is progress, take the chance and have faith in yourself, and just hope that you dont fall back into this corporate machine.  #PunkAF
Although ths is just my opinion and interperetation of the lyrics, definately give it a listen for yourself and let out that adult angst that we all definately have buried down in a not so deep place.
Their new single Earthboud definately leaves you wanting more, and if youre at one of their shows this is definately the song to get down to.  Pick up some daisies, start your windmills, and go hard.
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